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Reading 
Read the text and answer the questions. Choose the best answer to each statement. 
  

The Ballpoint Pen 
Ballpoint pens have not been around for very long. John Loud invented the first ballpoint pen in 
1888. Before the invention of ballpoint pens, people had to dip their pens into ink when they were 
writing. This made writing slow. Also, sometimes too much ink made the writing messy. Ballpoint 
pens were the first pens that did not need to be dipped in ink. Laud’s invention was wonderful, but 
the design was still not perfect. Sometimes the pen did not get enough ink, and sometimes it got too 
much ink. Other inventors continued to work on the design of the ballpoint pen to improve it. For the 
next 30 years, inventors created over 350 kinds of ballpoint pens. But still the pens did not work 
very well, and people did not buy them. It wasn’t until 1935 that Ladislaw Biro and his brother 
developed an improved ballpoint pen in Hungary. Today, in the U.K. and Australia, some people call 
ballpoint pens biros after their inventor.  
 
1. Ballpoint pens have been around since _____. 
A. 1800       B. 1888 
C. 1910       D. 1935 
 
2. Before ballpoint pens, writers had to _____. 
A. use their fingers      B. use pencils 
C. dip their pens into ink     D. dip their pens into water 
 
3. The problem with Loud’s invention was _____. 
A. it was too heavy      B. it didn’t work during the day 
C. it didn’t always get the right amount of ink  D. it was too expensive 
 
4. Some British people call ballpoint pens _____. 
A. louds       B. pencils 
C. inks       D. biros 
 
5. People have been using ballpoint pens for _____. 
A. over 100 years      B. less than 100 years 
C. 1888       D. 1935 
 

Vocabulary 
Choose the best meaning of each sentence .  
 

1. ______are green areas. 
A. Buildings   B. Roads   C. Parking lots  D. Parks 
 
2. An apartment is a type of _____. 
A. recreation   B. transportation  C. housing   D. hospital 
 
3. A safe city has a low _____. 
A. crime rate   B. cost of housing  C. air quality  D. public transportation 

Total : 5 /  



 
Match a word in Column 1 with a word in Column 2. ( 2 marks ) 
 

Column 1     Column 2 
1. digital  (  )    A. phone 
2. cellular  (  )    B. camera 
3. laptop  (  )    C. printer  
4. high-tech  (  )    D. computer 
 

Grammar 
 
Choose the best answer to fill in the blank.  
 
1. He has been studying French ___ six months  
A. since    B, as     C, for    D. till  
 
2. We _____ friends since first grade. 
A. has been   B. have been   C. been  D. being 
 
Write the correct form of the adjective in parentheses to fill in the blank. 
 
1. Our town has the _____ water of all the towns in this area.    (clean) 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Traffic in big cities is _______ than it is in smaller towns.    (bad) 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
Choose the underlined article that is incorrect in this sentence.  
 
1. Some people say that you can see the Great Wall of the China from the moon, but that’s 
just a myth.  
A. the Great Wall  B. the China   C. the moon  D. a myth 
 

Writing  
 

Write about your city/town , and what you think the aims should be to improve the life in it  
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3. A safe city has a low _____. 
A. crime rate   B. cost of housing  C. air quality  D. public transportation 
 
Match a word in Column 1 with a word in Column 2. ( 2 marks ) 
 

Column 1    Column 2 
1. digital  ( B )    A. phone 
2. cellular  ( A )    B. camera 
3. laptop  ( D )    C. printer  
4. high-tech  ( C )    D. computer 
 

Grammar 
 
Choose the best answer to fill in the blank.  
 
1. He has been studying French ___ six months  
A. since    B, as     C, for    D. till  
 
2. We _____ friends since first grade. 
A. has been   B. have been   C. been  D. being 
 
Write the correct form of the adjective in parentheses to fill in the blank. 
 
1. Our town has the _____ water of all the towns in this area.    (clean) 
Our town has the cleanest water of all the towns in this area 
 
2. Traffic in big cities is _______ than it is in smaller towns.    (bad) 
Traffic in big cities is worse than it is in smaller towns  
 
Choose the underlined article that is incorrect in this sentence.  
 
1. Some people say that you can see the Great Wall of the China from the moon, but that’s 
just a myth.  
A. the Great Wall  B. the China   C. the moon  D. a myth 
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